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1. Introduction
As the pressures on finance departments continue to grow with increasing business demands to reduce
costs, increase efficiency and meet ever more stringent compliance obligations, there is a greater focus
to streamline back office processes. For many organizations, this means moving away from manual
processes, which are time-consuming, labor-intensive, and prone to error. As a result, more and more
leading organizations are implementing automation solutions in the areas of procure-to-pay (P2P),
accounts payable (AP), eBilling, Supplier Management and Contract Compliance. These solutions
automate and optimize previously inefficient manual processes to deliver productivity improvements
and significant cost savings. Customers who have implemented these solutions have consistently cited
significant benefits including 80% cost reductions, 90% improved productivity per full-time employee,
600% faster document processing, and 100% visibility and control over all processes.
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Fig 1. Benefits that organizations typically achieve with SoftCo solutions

To achieve these benefits finance professionals need simplicity, flexibility, and control. They want to
be able to complete their tasks on a single system, one that is as easy to use as the consumer-based
applications they have become accustomed to for daily activities. However, feedback from finance
leaders consistently points to frustrations and dissatisfaction with their existing finance systems.
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1.1 Feedback from Finance Teams
A general and consistent dislike of the current systems
across the board including management, IT and end users.
Management’s lack of visibility and control due to the use
of many disparate systems, which have little or no cross
integration.
Users are often required to complete duplicate manual
processing into different systems which impacts productivity
and team morale.
Users are forced to use multiple different systems with
different, clunky, outdated and inefficient user interfaces.
Many business processes are often managed outside the
finance systems using manual spreadsheets because the
existing systems are too rigid or expensive to adapt.
Budgets are impacted with high costs of ownership across
multiple suppliers including maintenance contracts,
expensive change requests, upgrade projects, internal
support staff, etc.
An over-reliance on email inboxes for receiving invoices and
storage of invoices in email folders and on network drives
Limitations and inaccuracies with existing invoice capture
and workflow tools.
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2. Introducing SoftCo10
SoftCo10 is a powerful platform that automates a range of financial processes on a single application.
SoftCo’s ecosystem of Smart Automation solutions, including AP Automation, Supplier Management,
eProcurement, Contract Compliance, ExpressAP, eBilling and Compliant Archive, are all built on the
SoftCo10 platform.
SoftCo10 is a single, fully-configurable and secure platform that is deployed either on-premise or on
the cloud. The single platform ensures that specifications are quickly configured across all solutions.
The platform supports company growth, with modules seamlessly added as an organization’s needs
develop.
SoftCo10 delivers a simplified, Amazon-like user experience across all devices, requiring minimal onboarding and training, leading to increased user adoption. It also integrates with existing ERP and finance
systems at a single point, enabling real-time analytics and accurate reporting for better decision-making.
This white paper includes the key highlights of SoftCo10, and explains what this innovative new platform
means for finance leaders.
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3. A Single Platform for All Solutions
SoftCo10 is a single platform that supports a core set of fully integrated modules – capture, workflow,
matching, robotic process automation, document archive, lifecycle management, analytics & reporting
and integration.
These modules are incorporated in SoftCo’s ecosystem of Smart Automation solutions –Accounts
Payable Automation, eProcurement Contract Compliance, Supplier Management eBilling, Compliant
Archive and ExpressAP.
Now finance professionals can use one single, fully-configurable and secure platform for all of these
solution areas. Unlike legacy systems where finance teams must log on to multiple different systems
and manually join the dots to get the visibility they need for decision making and reporting, SoftCo10
delivers a simplified, Amazon-like user experience across all devices.
The platform presents all the information needed in a single platform, enabling real-time analytics and
accurate reporting for better decision-making.
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Global Regions

Multiple Instances

Dedicated Instances

3.1 Key Features
Intuitive user interface leading to increased user adoption
Unlimited users
Scalable Ecosystem
Single sign-on (SSO) for quick and easy access to multiple SoftCo10 modules.
One click email approval for requisitions, invoices, and other business workflows.
Fully optimized for all devices including PC, tablet, and mobile.
Secure SaaS Cloud (ISO and SOC certified) or On-Premise
Global multiple entities/currency fully configurable
Customizable KPI dashboard and reports.

Fig 2. SoftCo10 is fully optimized for all devices, including PC, tablet, and mobile
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3.2 SoftCo Accounts Payable Automation
SoftCo Accounts Payable (AP) Automation processes supplier invoices electronically from capture
and matching, to invoice approval and query management for both PO and non-PO invoices. AP
Automation replaces manual, paper-based processes and spreadsheets in the management of all
supplier invoices.
SoftCo’s intelligent matching engine handles 2-way and 3-way matching of invoices to purchase orders
and goods receipt notes and assists in the automation and approval of non-PO invoices and recurring
invoices, such as subscriptions, leasing and rental agreements.
With workflow automation, organizations can enforce appropriate validation and approval of invoices
and prevent duplicate payments. Approval notifications and reminders ensure that your notifications
are actioned efficiently.

INVOICE RECEIPT

DATA CAPTURE

RPA MATCHING

EXCEPTION / APPROVAL

INTERFACE

Benefits
Automatically capture all supplier
invoice data.

Route invoices for verification
and approval.

Remove manual data entry, printing,
scanning and filing of invoices.

Approve invoices ‘on-the-go’ via email
or via the SoftCo app.

Automatically match invoices to PO’s,
GRN’s and supplier Contracts.

Achieve 80% straight through processing
with 3-way matching.

View all invoice exceptions and the
associated match fail criteria.

Automate the enforcement of complex
business rules – matching, coding, data
validation and approval routing.

Streamline the processing of
non-PO invoices.
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3.3 SoftCo eProcurement
SoftCo eProcurement ensures a quick and efficient purchasing process for all capital, recurring and
operational spend, in full compliance with the organization’s procurement policies.
The solution presents “Amazon like” supplier catalogs and shopping lists with pre-loaded items available
to purchase. Powerful supplier punch-out functionality allows the selection of products directly from
suppliers’ websites and population directly back into the SoftCo shopping cart.
The solution’s pre-approved spend functionality allows for the creation and seamless drawdown on preapproved/capital budgets for projects with agreed preferred suppliers.
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Benefits
Allow users to easily raise requisitions
while ensuring they go through compliant
spending process.
Purchase from a catalog of items from
preferred suppliers.
Select products from suppliers’ websites
into the SoftCo shopping cart.
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Create re-usable shopping lists with
requisition templates.
Approve requisitions ‘on-the-go’ via
browser, mobile device or email.
Drawdown on pre-approved budgets for
spend with preferred suppliers.

3.4 SoftCo Contract Compliance
SoftCo Contract Compliance is tightly integrated with all SoftCo Procure-to-Pay modules and manages
the control of contracts and contract-based spend within the eProcurement module and facilitates
automatic matching of invoices to contract installment plans within the Accounts Payable module.
SoftCo Contract Compliance provides a secure central repository where all agreed contracts with
suppliers are compliantly stored and managed and are available for retrieval based on user permissions.
SoftCo Contract Compliance provides full contract lifecycle management and proactively sets reminders
for expiring contracts or those due for renewal. The solution allows the configuration of installment
plans to facilitate the matching of external invoices or self-billing invoices against the contract.
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Benefits
Compliantly store all supplier contracts
and supporting documents in a central,
secure archive.
Manage the control of contracts and
contract-based spend.
Configure instalment plans against
supplier contracts.
Enable contract and invoice matching
within Accounts Payable.
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Report on contracts generated, status,
value, accruals, overcharges and renewals.
Control access and viewing permissions
of all contracts.
Configure notifications for contract
expirations and renewals.

3.5 SoftCo Supplier Management
SoftCo Supplier Management manages the activities related to suppliers including the onboarding
and ongoing management of preferred suppliers.
SoftCo Supplier Management delivers ongoing supplier compliance, improved supplier relations,
reduced administrative efforts, an optimized purchasing experience and reduced costs.
SoftCo Supplier Management includes a supplier portal for self-registration and facilitates a smooth
purchasing and payments process. Integration with SoftCo eProcurement enables suppliers to instantly
access POs issued to them through the Supplier Portal.
SoftCo Supplier Management tracks all ongoing supplier compliance obligations, providing a complete
breakdown of supplier spend by supplier risk.
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Streamline and improvement
management of active suppliers.

Ensure suppliers keep all required
documentation up to date.

Save employees’ time with supplier selfservice Portal onboarding.

Provide suppliers visibility on order
and invoice status via the Portal.

Maintain supplier data in a secure
compliant and audited way.

Reduce the time taken to resolve
and track queries.

Supplier
activated in
ERP

3.6 SoftCo eBilling
SoftCo eBilling is a comprehensive Accounts Receivable (AR) portal that reduces costs, decreases
AR days and enhances credit control. SoftCo eBilling automates the issuing of electronic invoices and
statements to customers. The platform automatically configures billing frequencies and methods.
The solution provides full visibility over customer billing documents, with real-time account balance
information. Customers register themselves on the SoftCo eBilling portal, providing an email address
and password and selecting billing method preferences. Customers have access to all documents
associated with their account including invoices, credit notes, proof of delivery and statements. Account
summaries provide an up-to-date financial position.
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Benefits
Reduce AR costs such as printing,
postage, stationary and admin costs.

Configure billing frequencies and
distribution methods.

Decrease AR payment days.

Allow customers real-time access to
account balances and documents.

Automate the issuing of customer
invoices via the eBilling Portal.
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Reduce queries associated with POD’s
where the POD is the invoice.

3.7 SoftCo Compliant Archive
SoftCo Compliant Archive provides document capture, secure storage, fast retrieval and full lifecycle
management, allowing you to store documents relating to all parts of the business.
SoftCo Compliant Archive provides storage and retrieval for vast quantities of multiple documents types
(paper, email, PDF, XML, EDI etc.) stored securely with strict access control. All documents are indexed
and categorized at the time of capture.
SoftCo’s unique CAS (Content Addressable Storage) technology creates a unique digital fingerprint for
each document, allowing it to provide full lifecycle management, from initial storage, to search and
retrieval, auditing and reporting, through to the option to digitally ‘shred’ documents at the end of the
defined lifecycle based on precise criteria in accordance with GDPR regulations.
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Capture and securely store large
quantities of information.

Index and rapidly retrieve documents
using CAS technology.

Ensure regulatory compliance with digital
fingerprinting technology.

Manage your documents across
their entire lifecycle.

Restrict access to documents with
multi-layered protection.

Dramatically reduce preparation
time for audits.

3.7 SoftCo ExpressAP
SoftCo ExpressAP is a powerful cloud-based Accounts Payable automation and Contract Compliance
solution that reduces the cost of processing supplier invoices by 80%. SoftCo ExpressAP automates
supplier invoice processing including capture, registration, coding, query and approval. ERP payment
is facilitated through the generation of a CSV, XML or custom file output ready to be loaded to the ERP
system.
All information is stored in the secure SOC2, SÄHKE2 and ISO 27001 certified SoftCo Compliant Archive.
With in-built Contract Compliance, SoftCo ExpressAP sets alerts for contracts expiring or due for renewal,
ensuring unwanted auto-renewals are avoided.
SoftCo ExpressAP is built on the SoftCo10 platform and provides a seamless upgrade path to the
Enterprise solutions, including Procure-to-Pay, eProcurement and Supplier Management.
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Streamline the capture and processing
of all supplier invoices.

Process payments promptly while
imposing corporate standards.

Remove manual processes incl. printing,
scanning and filing of invoices.

Generate powerful reports improving
productivity and decision-making.

Automate invoice approval via swift email
signoff with full visibility.

Meet compliance storage obligations
with fast retrieval and audits.

Improve supplier performance and
ensure no duplicate invoices.

Manage contract lifecycles and track
those expiring or due for renewal.

4. SoftCo10 Deployment
SoftCo10 can be deployed on-premise, in the cloud, or as a SaaS solution. Each solution incorporates
standard configurations by ERP and industry type, and allows for further quick and easy configuration to
meet company-specific requirements if necessary. Because SoftCo10 is pre-configured to best practice
standards, the deployment period of both standard and tailored solutions is minimal.

4.1 Integration
Seamless, secure and timely integration with the Finance system or ERP is a key part of any P2P or AP
Automation solution. SoftCo ERPConnect is a secure, highly configurable cloud based platform which
manages all of the data exchange between the ERP and SoftCo.
SoftCo has over 30 years of experience seamlessly integrating with all major finance systems, databases,
and ERP systems via SoftCo ERPconnect standard adaptors. SoftCo ERPconnect has integrated with
over 200 different systems including all the industry leading ERP’s - SAP, Oracle, Microsoft Dynamics 365,
Microsoft Dynamics GP, Infor and Sage.

PeopleSoft

JD EDWARDS

NETSUITE

FLEXCUBE

GP

SunSystems

NAV
AX

Fig 3. Over 200 ERP system integrations

SoftCo ERPconnect integrates two key elements; Finance and User data.
Finance Data
SoftCo ERPConnect manages the synchronisation of Master Data such as Vendor data, General Ledger
and Cost objects, and transactional data such as POs and GRNs from the ERP to SoftCo. This data
synchronization provides the SoftCo AP solution with all the key data required to match, code and
process invoices.
In turn SoftCoAP posts invoice data to the ERP including both PO Invoices that have been matched using
SoftCo’s AI Matching engine and Non PO Invoices that have been coded and approved within SoftCo.
To ensure each ERP can account for all invoices in progress in SoftCo, SoftCo ERPConnect can post
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accrual data to the finance system as part of the month end process, significantly reducing month end
closing time.
Once an invoice has been posted to the ERP, users can seamlessly view the invoice image and the full
SoftCo audit history using SoftCo ERPConnect’s URL document viewing integration.
User Data
SoftCo integrates with the identity provider or the authentication platform to synchronise user data.
As new users get added they are automatically added to the SoftCo solution with the appropriate
permissions. This provides a seamless and secure passthrough authentication experience for users.
Key Features
Standard models for integration, available
by industry type, or ERP type.

Seamless integration with payment
networks, for example SWIFT.

Integration with Active Directory, enabling
single sign-on (SSO) for SoftCo10
modules.

SoftCo expertise with over 100 different
third party systems.

4.2 How It Works
SoftCo ERPConnect supports secure data exchange with the ERP/Finance system directly or via
middleware. It includes a number of methods as standard including but not limited to JSON RESTful
web service (inbound & outbound) or via data file in any standard format, for example XML, Text or
JSON over sFTP or VPN connection.

Fig 4. SoftCo has expertise in integrating solutions with over 200 different third party systems
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5. Security & Compliance
Protecting information is a prerequisite for complying with statutory regulations, and as a result,
establishing internal controls is a priority for organizations.
Organizations are required to monitor and restrict access while also reporting to a growing number of
oversight entities. Additionally, organizations must prove compliance and quickly recover from a disaster.
Businesses must be able to quickly locate, retrieve and authenticate information to avoid the risk of
non-compliance and the resulting heavy fines and penalties, often as a result of the poor monitoring of
processes.
Some common, prominent regulations include: HIPAA, Sarbanes-Oxley Act, AML, KYC, the Food Safety
Modernization Act, ISO regulations, and the European Data Protection Directive.
SoftCo10 ensures that all types of information are stored in compliance with these regulations and other
industry or jurisdictional standards. SoftCo10 is underpinned by a number of innovative technologies
that ensure organizations always remain fully compliant with regards to storage, retention and disposing
of documents. Single Instant Storage (SIS) and Content Addressable Storage (CAS) technologies work
in tandem to ensure all documents are indexed and categorized at the time of capture, preventing any
duplicate files from being stored and enhancing the search and retrieval process. The Unique Digital
Fingerprint (UDF) ensures the authenticity of original, unaltered documents, providing full audit trails.
SoftCo is an AWS Advanced Technology Partner and provides all cloud-based customers with their own
dedicated, single tenant instance of SoftCo’s software in the Amazon cloud. By default, AWS creates and
saves automated backups of databases and transaction logs. Storage volume snapshots of customer DB
instances are automatically created, backing up the entire DB instance and not just individual databases.
In addition, SoftCo10 integrates with Active Directories, ensuring single sign-on (SSO) access. SoftCo’s
compliance capabilities are certified by a number of internationally recognized accreditations SÄHKE2,
SOC2, ISO27001 and British Standards Institute (BSI) BIP 0008.
Key Features
Active Directory Federation Services
(ADFS) provide users with single sign-on
(SSO) access to systems and applications
located across the organization.
Automated workflow and processes
enforces segregation of duties (SoD).
HTTP Secure (HTTPS) provides secure
communication over networks.
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Ensures compliance with a large number
of regulations applicable to organizations
worldwide.
SoftCo is an SÄHKE2, SOC2, ISO27001
and British Standards Institute (BSI) BIP
0008.-compliant organization.

Trusted by over 2 million business users globally

“Manual AP process can be 8 times
more costly than an automated process”

Click here to arrange a demo

BOSTON
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